
Is the paste warm enough? Generally, the first thing to try if the 
paste is not removing hair effectively is to make it warmer.

Did you apply in the direction of the hair grain and remove 
against? Strip Sugar should be applied and removed the same 
way you would apply and remove wax.

Is the paste applied thin enough?  If the paste is applied too 
thick it will not be effective

THE STEP-BY-STEP 
GUIDE TO STRIP-SUGAR

Strip suga r is a game changer - the superior, natural, alternative to wax!

HOW TO USE STRIP-SUGAR

TROUBLESHOOTING

Warm the paste in a sugar or wax warmer (or microwave) so 
that it is the consistency of liquid honey (warm but not hot ) This 
is a key step. If the paste is not warm enough it will not adhere 
properly. 

For a full jar leave the lid on and heat in the sugar warmer on 
the max setting (on the warmer we sell, it is setting 4) for about 
an hour to heat all the way through. **Note: Most waxers keep the 
lid off their products when heating and in regular use.

Apply a thin layer to the skin **Note: Too thick is ineffective.

Apply a good quality muslin cloth onto the Strip-Sugar on the 
skin (such as Care Pro). Rub the top of the strip lightly to ensure 
that the paste adheres to the strip.

Remove the muslin against the direction of growth (just like you 
would remove wax). **Note: We have tried removing the muslin in 
the direction of growth but found that is was not as effective.

Reapply the same muslin (with the sugar attached) to several 
areas until it loses its effectiveness.

Need support? Email hello@sugarsmac.ca
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Do you want an all-natural, 
environmentally friendly alternative to 
wax that is bio-degradable, will never 
burn, and cleans up in a breeze? Then 
Strip-Sugar is your answer!

Finding it hard to believe something so 
natural and harmless actually works? Don’t 
just take our word for it...spend a little 
time with Strip-Sugar and the smooth 
skin left behind will be all the proof you 
will need.
 
At SugarSMAC®, we believe that Strip-
Sugar is the new wax! Try Strip-Sugar 
today. It truly is a game changer!


